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JavaScript and jQuery 2014-07-21 a visual and accessible guide to javascript and jquery in a built to last hardcover edition in javascript jquery renowned author jon
duckett discards the traditional programming book template and approaches writing code in a more relevant less intimidating way full color and packed with
instructional graphics and photos his books have gained a loyal following by illustrating programming in a way both instructive for newcomers and invaluable for
seasoned coders by discussing javascript and jquery in a single text duckett ensures you will quickly be writing your own working scripts yet the book doesn t assume
you have experience in either javascript or jquery by making use of popular jquery plugins duckett illustrates techniques that would require pages upon pages of
detailed explanation if you were being taught to create the plugins yourself this durable and attractive hardcover edition is a book you will have open on your desk as
a reference for years to come a timeless and lasting version of a classic duckett book in a hardbound dust jacketed edition completely accessible to those who feel
intimidated by the subject matter and relevant to all front end designers and developers who need to understand javascript discusses applying responsive design
techniques leveraging apis to save you time and work in coding and identifying when to use css transforms over pure javascript beautiful 4 color illustrations and
examples make this a terrific academic resource for those of all experience levels javascript jquery clearly explains the jargon of programming addressing the
vocabulary without making it a prerequisite for readers duckett speaks directly to readers making this an invaluable resource this book is also available as a set
design with html css javascript and jquery set 978119038634 along with html and css design and build websites 9781118871645
Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery Set 2014-09-29 a two book set for web designers and front end developers this two book set combines the titles
html css designing and building sites and javascript jquery interactive front end development together these two books form an ideal platform for anyone who wants
to master html and css before stepping up to javascript and jquery html css covers structure text links images tables forms useful options adding style with css fonts
colors thinking in boxes styling lists and tables layouts grids and even seo google analytics ftp and html5 javascript jquery offers an excellent combined introduction to
these two technologies using a clear and simple visual approach using diagrams infographics and photographs a handy two book set that uniquely combines related
technologies highly visual format and accessible language makes these books highly effective learning tools perfect for beginning web designers and front end
developers
Javascript and Jquery 2017-07-17 javascript was written to give readers an accurate concise examination of javascript objects and their supporting nuances such as
complex values primitive values scope inheritance the head object and more if you re an intermediate javascript developer and want to solidify your understanding of
the language or if you ve only used javascript beneath the mantle of libraries such as jquery or prototype this is the book for you this updated and expanded second
edition of book provides a user friendly introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides the reader through the subject s core elements a
flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts
this succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career
business
JavaScript and JQuery 2020-08-19 this full color book will show you how to make your websites more interactive and your interfaces more interesting and intuitive this
book covers basic programming concepts assuming no prior knowledge of programming beyond an ability to create a web page using html csscore elements of the
javascript language so you can learn how to write your own scripts from scratchjquery which will allow you to simplify the process of writing scripts this is introduced
half way through the book once you have a solid understanding of javascript how to recreate techniques you will have seen on other web sites such as sliders content
filters form validation updating content using ajax and much more these examples demonstrate writing your own scripts from scratch and how the theory you have
learned is put into practice as with our first book the best selling html css design and build websites each chapter breaks subjects down into bite sized chunks with a
new topic on each pagecontains clear descriptions of syntax each one demonstrated with inspiring code samplesuses diagrams and photography to explain complex
concepts in a visual wayby the end of the book not only will you be able to use the thousands of scripts javascript apis and jquery plugins that are freely available on
the web and be able to customize them you will also be able to create your own scripts from scratch if you re looking to create more enriching web experiences then
this is the book for you
Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery Set 2014-07-08 a two book set for web designers and front end developers this two book set combines the
titles html css designing and building sites and javascript jquery interactive front end development together these two books form an ideal platform for anyone who
wants to master html and css before stepping up to javascript and jquery html css covers structure text links images tables forms useful options adding style with css
fonts colors thinking in boxes styling lists and tables layouts grids and even seo google analytics ftp and html5 javascript jquery offers an excellent combined
introduction to these two technologies using a clear and simple visual approach using diagrams infographics and photographs a handy two book set that uniquely
combines related technologies highly visual format and accessible language makes these books highly effective learning tools perfect for beginning web designers
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and front end developers
HTML and CSS 2011-11-08 a full color introduction to the basics of html and css every day more and more people want to learn some html and css joining the
professional web designers and programmers are new audiences who need to know a little bit of code at work update a content management system or e commerce
store and those who want to make their personal blogs more attractive many books teaching html and css are dry and only written for those who want to become
programmers which is why this book takes an entirely new approach introduces html and css in a way that makes them accessible to everyone hobbyists students and
professionals and it s full color throughout utilizes information graphics and lifestyle photography to explain the topics in a simple way that is engaging boasts a
unique structure that allows you to progress through the chapters from beginning to end or just dip into topics of particular interest at your leisure this educational
book is one that you will enjoy picking up reading then referring back to it will make you wish other technical topics were presented in such a simple attractive and
engaging way this book is also available as part of a set in hardcover design with html css javascript and jquery 9781119038634 and in softcover design with html css
javascript and jquery 9781118907443
Professional JavaScript for Web Developers 2019-10-15 update your skill set for es 6 and 7 with the ultimate javascript guide for pros professional javascript for
developers is the essential guide to next level javascript development written for intermediate to advanced programmers this book jumps right into the technical
details to help you clean up your code and become a more sophisticated javascript developer from javascript specific object oriented programming and inheritance to
combining javascript with html and other markup languages expert instruction walks you through the fundamentals and beyond this new fourth edition has been
updated to cover ecmascript 6 and 7 also known as es2015 and es2016 and the major re imagination and departure from es 5 1 new frameworks and libraries new
techniques new testing tools and more are explained in detail for the professional developer with a practical focus that helps you put your new skills to work on real
world projects the latest and most dramatic es release is already being incorporated into javascript engines in major browsers this coupled with the rise in mobile web
traffic increasing demand for responsive dynamic web design means that all web developers need to update their skills and this book is your ideal resource for quick
relevant guidance get up to date with ecmascript 6 and 7 new frameworks and new libraries delve into web animation emerging apis and build systems test more
effectively with mocks unit tests functional tests and other tools plan your builds for future es releases even if you think you know javascript new es releases bring big
changes that will affect the way you work for a professional level update that doesn t waste time on coding fundamentals professional javascript for developers is the
ultimate resource to bring you up to speed
Javascript and Jquery 2017-07-16 jquery was written to express in short order the concepts essential to intermediate and advanced jquery development its purpose is
to instill in you the reader practices that jquery developers take as common knowledge each chapter contains concepts essential to becoming a seasoned jquery
developer this book is intended for two types of readers the first is someone who has read introductory material on jquery and is looking for the next logical step the
second type of reader is a javascript developer already versed in another library now trying to quickly learn jquery i crafted this book to be used as my own personal
reference point for jquery concepts this is exactly the type of book i wish every javascript library had available this updated and expanded second edition of book
provides a user friendly introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides the reader through the subject s core elements a flowing writing style
combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts this succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business
Front-End Back-End Development with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, PHP, and MySQL 2022-04-19 a three book set for web designers front end developers and full
stack developers this three book set combines the popular titles html css design and build sites javascript jquery interactive front end development php mysql server
side development together these three books form an ideal platform for anyone who wants to master html and css step up to the additional front end interactivity
possible with javascript and jquery and build back ends with features like content management and membership using php and mysql in combination these skills are
commonly referred to as full stack development html css covers structure text links images tables forms useful options adding style with css fonts colors thinking in
boxes styling lists and tables layouts grids and even seo google analytics ftp and html5 javascript jquery offers an excellent combined introduction to these two
technologies starting from how javascript changes an html page s code and progressing to creating interactivity including sliders tabbed panels accordions and sorting
images php mysql finishes a self taught programmer curriculum with data driven web sites for content management or online shops that use registration search
sending emails and tailoring pages to individual users a handy three book set that combines related skills highly visual format and accessible language makes these
books highly effective learning tools perfect for beginning web designers front end developers back end developers and full stack developers written by the best
selling author on html and javascript for the last decade
jQuery: A Beginner's Guide 2014-04-04 essential skills made easy learn the fundamentals of jquery programming in no time jquery a beginner s guide starts with the
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basics from including the library in an html document to element selection event handling and css style manipulation next it s on to javascript and the dom animation
and effects the event object and form validation the book then delves into ajax and plugins and covers more advanced techniques such as debugging and unit testing
get started with jquery right away using this fast paced tutorial designed for easy learning key skills concepts chapter opening lists of specific skills covered in the
chapter ask the expert q a sections filled with bonus information and helpful tips try this hands on exercises that show you how to apply your skills notes extra
information related to the topic being covered tips helpful reminders or alternate ways of doing things cautions errors and pitfalls to avoid annotated syntax example
code with commentary that describes the programming techniques being illustrated self tests chapter ending quizzes to reinforce your skills ready to use code at
mhprofessional com computingdownload
PHP & MySQL 2022-02-15 learn php the programming language used to build sites like facebook wikipedia and wordpress then discover how these sites store
information in a database mysql and use the database to create the web pages this full color book is packed with inspiring code examples infographics and
photography that not only teach you the php language and how to work with databases but also show you how to build new applications from scratch it demonstrates
practical techniques that you will recognize from popular sites where visitors can register as a member and log in create articles posts and profiles that are saved in a
database upload their own images and files automatically receive email notifications like and comment on posts to show you how to apply the skills you learn you will
build a complete content management system enhanced with features that are commonly seen on social networks written by best selling html css and javascript
jquery author jon duckett this book uses a unique visual approach with step by step instructions practical code examples and pro tips that will teach you how to build
modern database driven websites using php
Jquery in Action 2017-07-16 jquery was written to express in short order the concepts essential to intermediate and advanced jquery development its purpose is to
instill in you the reader practices that jquery developers take as common knowledge each chapter contains concepts essential to becoming a seasoned jquery
developer this book is intended for two types of readers the first is someone who has read introductory material on jquery and is looking for the next logical step the
second type of reader is a javascript developer already versed in another library now trying to quickly learn jquery i crafted this book to be used as my own personal
reference point for jquery concepts this is exactly the type of book i wish every javascript library had available this updated and expanded second edition of book
provides a user friendly introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides the reader through the subject s core elements a flowing writing style
combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts this succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business
Head First JQuery 2011-09-21 explains how to build complex scripting functionality with minimal coding providing coverage of functions ranging from incorporating
ajax apps and overcoming the limits of html and css to building plug ins and using animation original
Pro JavaScript Techniques 2007-05-01 this book addresses today s approach to javascript in detail modern browser support including information on internet
explorer 7 object oriented javascript testing and debugging unobtrusive javascript techniques using dom scripting ajax creating and using blocks of reusable code and
the future of javascript all the concepts expressed in this up to the minute reference are thoroughly backed up with real world examples and full scale case studies the
book offers reusable functions for readers to use in their own projects a significant time saver also included are several reference sections that allow developers to
look up details quickly and easily
Web Development with jQuery 2015-03-05 newly revised and updated resource on jquery s many features andadvantages development with jquery offers a major
update to thepopular beginning javascript and css development with jqueryfrom 2009 more than half of the content is new or updated andreflects recent innovations
with regard to mobile applications jquery mobile and the spectrum of associated plugins readers can expect thorough revisions with expanded coverage ofevents css
ajax animation and drag and drop new chapters bringdevelopers up to date on popular features like jquery ui navigation tables interactive capabilities and audio and
video the book focuses on the new features of jquery that improveperformance and speed providing huge advantages over traditionaljavascript offers new and
revised content throughout the book whichfocuses on the most recent features and capabilities of jquery serves as an essential instructional tool for web
developerswith javascript and css knowledge who want to learn more advises readers on how to best use jquery s powerful easy to use features to create dynamic
web pages and webapplications this resource provides a deep understanding of jquery and setsreaders up for successful interactions with all it has tooffer
Secrets of the JavaScript Ninja 2013-01-17 summary secrets of the javascript ninja takes you on a journey towards mastering modern javascript development in
three phases design construction and maintenance written for javascript developers with intermediate level skills this book will give you the knowledge you need to
create a cross browser javascript library from the ground up about this book you can t always attack software head on sometimes youcome at it sideways or sneak up
from behind you need tomaster an arsenal of tools and know every stealthy trick you have to be a ninja secrets of the javascript ninja leads you down the pathway
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tojavascript enlightenment this unique book starts with keyconcepts like the relationships between functions objects andclosures taught from the master s
perspective you ll grow fromapprentice to ninja as you soak up fresh insights on the techniquesyou use every day and discover features and capabilities you
neverknew about when you reach the final chapters you ll be ready tocode brilliant javascript applications and maybe even write yourown libraries and frameworks
you don t have to be a ninja to read this book just be willing tobecome one are you ready purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle
ebook from manning also available is all code from the book what s inside functions objects closures regular expressions and more seeing applications and libraries
from the right perspective dealing with the complexities of cross browser development modern javascript design about the authors john resig is an acknowledged
javascript authority and the creatorof the jquery library bear bibeault is a web developer and coauthorof ajax in practice prototype and scriptaculous in action and
jqueryin action from manning table of contents part 1 preparing for training enter the ninja arming with testing and debugging part 2 apprentice training functions are
fundamental wielding functions closing in on closures object orientation with prototypes wrangling regular expressions taming threads and timers part 3 ninja training
ninja alchemy runtime code evaluation with statements developing cross browser strategies cutting through attributes properties and css part 4 master training
surviving events manipulating the dom css selector engines
JavaScript and jQuery for Data Analysis and Visualization 2014-12-03 go beyond design concepts build dynamic data visualizations using javascript javascript and
jquery for data analysis and visualization goes beyond design concepts to show readers how to build dynamic best of breed visualizations using javascript the most
popular language for web programming the authors show data analysts developers and web designers how they can put the power and flexibility of modern javascript
libraries to work to analyze data and then present it using best of breed visualizations they also demonstrate the use of each technique with real world use cases
showing how to apply the appropriate javascript and jquery libraries to achieve the desired visualization all of the key techniques and tools are explained in this full
color step by step guide the companion website includes all sample codes used to generate the visualizations in the book data sets and links to the libraries and other
resources covered go beyond basic design concepts and get a firm grasp of visualization approaches and techniques using javascript and jquery discover detailed
step by step directions for building specific types of data visualizations in this full color guide learn more about the core javascript and jquery libraries that enable
analysis and visualization find compelling stories in complex data and create amazing visualizations cost effectively let javascript and jquery for data analysis and
visualization be the resource that guides you through the myriad strategies and solutions for combining analysis and visualization with stunning results
HTML & CSS: The Complete Reference, Fifth Edition 2010-01-08 the definitive guide to html css fully updated written by a development expert the fifth edition
of this trusted resource has been thoroughly revised and reorganized to address html5 the revolutionary new standard the book covers all the elements supported in
today s browsers from the standard x html tags to the archaic and proprietary tags that may be encountered html css the complete reference fifth edition contains full
details on css 2 1 as well as every proprietary and emerging css3 property currently supported annotated examples of correct markup and style show you how to use
all of these technologies to build impressive pages helpful appendixes cover the syntax of character entities fonts colors and urls this comprehensive reference is an
essential tool for professional developers master transitional html 4 01 and xhtml 1 0 markup write emerging standards based markup with html5 enhance
presentation with cascading style sheets css1 and css 2 1 learn proprietary and emerging css3 features learn how to read x html document type definitions dtds apply
everything in an open standards focused fashion thomas a powell is president of pint inc pint com a nationally recognized agency he developed the publishing
certificate program for the university of california san diego extension and is an instructor for the computer science department at ucsd he is the author of the
previous bestselling editions of this book and ajax the complete reference and co author of javascript the complete reference
Beginning HTML, XHTML, CSS, and JavaScript 2011-02-17 an indispensable introductory guide to creating web pages using the most up to date standards this
beginner guide shows you how to use xhtml css and javascript to create compelling sites while learning these technologies you will discover coding practices such as
writing code that works on multiple browsers including mobile devices how to use ajax frameworks to add interactivity to your pages and how to ensure your pages
meet accessible requirements packed with real world examples the book not only teaches you how to write sites using xhtml css and javascript but it also teaches you
design principles that help you create attractive web sites and practical advice on how to make web pages more usable in addition special checklists and appendices
review key topics and provide helpful references that re enforce the basics you ve learned serves as an ideal beginners guide to writing web pages using xhtml
explains how to use css to make pages more appealing and add interactivity to pages using javascript and ajax frameworks share advice on design principles and how
to make pages more attractive and offers practical help with usability and accessibility features checklists and appendices that review key topics this introductory
guide is essential reading for getting started with using xhtml css and javascript to create exciting and compelling sites note cd rom dvd and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of ebook file
JQuery Mobile 2011-06-20 the future belongs to mobile web apps that function on a broad range of smart phones and tablets get started with jquery mobile the
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touch optimized framework for creating apps that look and behave consistently across many devices this book assumes that you are already familiar with the jquery
javascript library html markup cascading style sheets and mobile web browsers the book provides html5 css3 and javascript code examples screen shots and step by
step guidance to help you build a complete working app
jQuery Cookbook 2009-11-09 jquery simplifies building rich interactive web frontends getting started with this javascript library is easy but it can take years to fully
realize its breadth and depth this cookbook shortens the learning curve considerably with these recipes you ll learn patterns and practices from 19 leading developers
who use jquery for everything from integrating simple components into websites and applications to developing complex high performance user interfaces ideal for
newcomers and javascript veterans alike jquery cookbook starts with the basics and then moves to practical use cases with tested solutions to common web
development hurdles you also get recipes on advanced topics such as methods for applying jquery to large projects solve problems involving events effects
dimensions forms themes and user interface elements learn how to enhance your forms and how to position and reposition elements on a page make the most of
jquery s event management system including custom events and custom event data create ui elements such as tabs accordions and modals from scratch optimize
your code to eliminate bottlenecks and ensure peak performance learn how to test your jquery applications the book s contributors include cody lindley james
padolsey ralph whitbeck jonathan sharp michael geary and scott gonzález rebecca murphey remy sharp ariel flesler brian cherne jörn zaefferer mike hostetler nathan
smith richard d worth maggie wachs scott jehl todd parker and patty toland rob burns
Beginning Web Programming with HTML, XHTML, and CSS 2011-02-09 what is this book about beginning programming with html xhtml and css teaches you how to
write pages using html xhtml and css it follows standards based principles but also teaches readers ways around problems they are likely to face using x html while
xhtml is the current standard the book still covers html because many people do not yet understand that xhtml is the official successor to html and many readers will
still stick with html for backward compatibility and simpler informal pages that don t require xhtml compliance the book teaches basic principles of usability and
accessibility along the way to get users into the mode of developing pages that will be available to as many viewers as possible from the start the book also covers
the most commonly used programming scripting language javascript and provides readers with a roadmap of other technologies to learn after mastering this book to
add more functionality to their sites
HTML5 2011-08-19 bestselling author macdonald shows readers how to best use html5 s new features to create an effective experience for visitors
JavaScript & jQuery: The Missing Manual 2014-09-18 javascript lets you supercharge your html with animation interactivity and visual effects but many web designers
find the language hard to learn this easy to read guide not only covers javascript basics but also shows you how to save time and effort with the jquery and jquery ui
libraries of prewritten javascript code you ll build web pages that feel and act like desktop programs with little or no programming the important stuff you need to
know pull back the curtain on javascript learn how to build a basic program with this language get up to speed on jquery quickly assemble javascript programs that
work well on multiple web browsers transform your user interface learn jquery ui the javascript library for interface features like design themes and controls make
your pages interactive create javascript events that react to visitor actions use animations and effects build drop down navigation menus pop ups automated
slideshows and more collect data with web forms create easy to use forms that ensure more accurate visitor responses practice with living examples get step by step
tutorials for web projects you can build yourself
Learning jQuery - Fourth Edition 2013-01-01 step through each of the core concepts of the jquery library building an overall picture of its capabilities once you
have thoroughly covered the basics the book returns to each concept to cover more advanced examples and techniques this book is for web designers who want to
create interactive elements for their designs and for developers who want to create the best user interface for their web applications basic javascript programming
and knowledge of html and css is required no knowledge of jquery is assumed nor is experience with any other javascript libraries
JavaScript 2004 a hands on step by step tutorial this comprehensive resource teaches new programmers and those new to javascript
Professional XMPP Programming with JavaScript and jQuery 2010-04-29 create real time highly interactive apps quickly with the powerful xmpp protocol xmpp
is a robust protocol used for a wide range of applications including instant messaging multi user chat voice and video conferencing collaborative spaces real time
gaming data synchronization and search this book teaches you how to harness the power of xmpp in your own apps and presents you with all the tools you need to
build the next generation of apps using xmpp or add new features to your current apps featuring the javascript language throughout and making use of the jquery
library the book contains several xmpp apps of increasing complexity that serve as ideal learning tools coverage includes getting to know xmpp designing xmpp
applications saying hello the first application exploring the xmpp protocol a debugging console microblogging in real time an identica client talking with friends one on
one chat exploring services service discovery and browsing group chatting a multi user chat client publishing and subscribing a shared sketch pad introduction writing
with friends a collaborative text editor playing games head to head tic tac toe getting attached bootstrapping bosh deploying xmpp applications writing strophe plug
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ins note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file
High Performance JavaScript 2010-03-11 if you re like most developers you rely heavily on javascript to build interactive and quick responding web applications the
problem is that all of those lines of javascript code can slow down your apps this book reveals techniques and strategies to help you eliminate performance
bottlenecks during development you ll learn how to improve execution time downloading interaction with the dom page life cycle and more yahoo frontend engineer
nicholas c zakas and five other javascript experts ross harmes julien lecomte steven levithan stoyan stefanov and matt sweeney demonstrate optimal ways to load
code onto a page and offer programming tips to help your javascript run as efficiently and quickly as possible you ll learn the best practices to build and deploy your
files to a production environment and tools that can help you find problems once your site goes live identify problem code and use faster alternatives to accomplish
the same task improve scripts by learning how javascript stores and accesses data implement javascript code so that it doesn t slow down interaction with the dom
use optimization techniques to improve runtime performance learn ways to ensure the ui is responsive at all times achieve faster client server communication use a
build system to minify files and http compression to deliver them to the browser
Secrets of the JavaScript Ninja 2016-03 more than ever the web is a universal platform for all types of applications and javascript is the language of the web for
anyone serious about web development it s not enough to be a decent javascript coder they need to be ninja stealthy efficient and ready for anything secrets of the
javascript ninja second edition dives below the surface and helps readers understand the deceptively complex world of javascript and browser based application
development it skips the basics and dives into core javascript concepts such as functions closures objects prototypes promises and so on with examples illustrations
and insightful explanations readers will benefit from the collective wisdom of seasoned experts john resig bear bibeault and josip maras purchase of the print book
includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications
Smashing jQuery 2011-01-13 from the world s most popular resource for web designers and developer s comes the ultimate guide to jquery begins with an
exploration of fundamental jquery concepts such as document object model dom scripting explores writing don t repeat yoursefl dry to gain a comprehensive
understanding of these imperative modern techniques and best practices shows how jquery enables the user to adhere to these modern best practices with ease the
succeeding chapters discuss a specific part of jquery development such as manipulating the dom working with ajax and adding slick animation effects through tutorial
style learning approach that utilizes working examples to explore the concept the books caps off by discussing popular ways of extending the core jquery library with
pugins and building web interfaces using jquery ui
Web Programming with HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript 2018-01-19 programming with html5 css and javascript is written for the undergraduate client side web
programming course it covers the three client side technologies html5 css and javascript in depth with no dependence on server side technologies
jQuery, jQuery UI, and jQuery Mobile 2012-11-02 100 practical jquery recipes for solving your real world and mobile development challenges jquery makes it easier
than ever for developers to build exceptionally robust cross platform websites and mobile apps jquery jquery ui and jquery mobile recipes and examples is a practical
cookbook packed with realistic easy to use solutions for making the most of jquery core jquery ui plugins and jquery mobile this guide brings together more than one
hundred self contained downloadable examples each with an in depth explanation of how the code works and how to adapt it for your own needs pioneering web
mobile developers adriaan de jonge and phil dutson present examples you can apply immediately in virtually any web or mobile app and with any server side platform
including php net java ruby node js or python this extremely useful guide will help you test browser support and provide for graceful degradation fine tune dom
element selection and manipulate your site s dom structure master the newest techniques for event handling and binding communicate with web servers ajax page
errors redirects xml and more use advanced ui widgets from accordions and autocomplete to sliders and tabs build mobile optimized sites with the jquery mobile
library write and smoothly incorporate new plugins integrate powerful third party plugins such as the twitter bootstrap framework the authors proven code first
explain later approach supports developers at all levels who want to start experimenting immediately their exceptionally readable examples never take shortcuts or
compromise quality and their detailed walk throughs are ideal for anyone who wants to thoroughly understand their code if you have a working knowledge of html css
and basic javascript you ll feel right at home immediately if not de jonge and dutson s careful explanations and full html page layout examples will get you up to
speed quickly covers jquery 1 6 4 and 1 7 with tips for 1 8
JavaScript and JQuery 2019-12-30 learn javascript and jquery a nicer way this full color book adopts a visual approach to teaching javascript jquery showing you
how to make web pages more interactive and interfaces more intuitive through the use of inspiring code examples infographics and photography the content assumes
no previous programming experience other than knowing how to create a basic web page in html css you ll learn how to achieve techniques seen on many popular
websites such as adding animation tabbed panels content sliders form validation interactive galleries and sorting data introduces core programming concepts in
javascript and jquery uses clear descriptions inspiring examples and easy to follow diagrams teaches you how to create scripts from scratch and understand the
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thousands of javascripts javascript apis and jquery plugins that are available on the web demonstrates the latest practices in progressive enhancement cross browser
compatibility and when you may be better off using css3 if you re looking to create more enriching web experiences and express your creativity through code then
this is the book for you
Functional JavaScript 2013-06-03 how can you overcome javascript language oddities and unsafe features with this book you ll learn how to create code that s
beautiful safe and simple to understand and test by using javascript s functional programming support author michael fogus shows you how to apply functional style
concepts with underscore js a javascript library that facilitates functional programming techniques sample code is available on github at github com funjs book source
fogus helps you think in a functional way to help you minimize complexity in the programs you build if you re a javascript programmer hoping to learn functional
programming techniques or a functional programmer looking to learn javascript this book is the ideal introduction use applicative programming techniques with first
class functions understand how and why you might leverage variable scoping and closures delve into higher order functions and learn how they take other functions
as arguments for maximum advantage explore ways to compose new functions from existing functions get around javascript s limitations for using recursive functions
reduce hide or eliminate the footprint of state change in your programs practice flow based programming with chains and functional pipelines discover how to code
without using classes
A Software Engineer Learns HTML5, JavaScript and JQuery 2013-11-25 a software engineer learns html5 javascript and jquery guides you through the process i went
through as an experienced software engineer writing a large scale standards based web application for the first time it is intended to teach you the fundamentals of
html5 javascript and jquery without presenting you with long lists of apis or intricate details of every feature these can be found in reference manuals amazon com
viewed july 29 2020
Real Tough Software 2020-01-26 inspiring personal and full of all too relatable stories from life in modern america real tough software is an unforgettable memoir from
a woman who didn t take no for an answer in a life filled with dead end jobs and a quest for meaning realtoughcandy has emerged as a survivor taking full advantage
of everything the developer lifestyle has to offer but not without sacrifice as an educator creator and business owner she created a multimedia empire dedicated to up
and coming developers while establishing herself as tireless advocate for newcomers to the field rtc invites you into her world chronicling events from sleepless nights
learning restful apis and javascript type conversion to her time spent in a senior position at a dysfunctional enterprise software company she details her wins and
losses telling her story in a way that takes you right to the scene real tough software is a brutally honest look back at one person s incredible journey to a career in
software sharing the fight the heart and the relentless hustle that resulted in not only a new career but a new chance at freedom
Beginning JavaScript and CSS Development with jQuery 2011-02-09 this book covers the jquery javascript framework and the jquery ui javascript framework to get
more results faster out of javascript programming the author covers each method exposed by jquerys api which contains methods to resolve common redundant tasks
in less code you will also learn how jquery eliminates certain cross browser cross platform development headaches like the event model in addition to giving you the
ability to simulate events this book also helps simplify your work with events by reducing the amount of code that you need to write to attach events
JavaScript, A Beginner's Guide, Third Edition 2009-11-19 essential skills made easy create dynamic pages complete with special effects using today s leading
development language javascript a beginner s guide third edition gives you step by step coverage of the fundamentals including variables functions operators event
handlers objects arrays strings forms and frames you ll also learn about more advanced techniques including debugging and security this hands on guide explains
how javascript works with xhtml transitional and covers the new features available in javascript get started using javascript right away with help from this fast paced
tutorial designed for easy learning key skills concepts chapter opening lists of specific skills covered in the chapter ask the expert q a sections filled with bonus
information and helpful tips try this hands on exercises that show you how to apply your skills notes extra information related to the topic being covered tips helpful
reminders or alternate ways of doing things self tests end of chapter reviews to test your knowledge annotated syntax example code with commentary that describes
the programming techniques being illustrated
Learning JavaScript Design Patterns 2012-07-08 with learning javascript design patterns you ll learn how to write beautiful structured and maintainable javascript by
applying classical and modern design patterns to the language if you want to keep your code efficient more manageable and up to date with the latest best practices
this book is for you explore many popular design patterns including modules observers facades and mediators learn how modern architectural patterns such as mvc
mvp and mvvm are useful from the perspective of a modern web application developer this book also walks experienced javascript developers through modern
module formats how to namespace code effectively and other essential topics learn the structure of design patterns and how they are written understand different
pattern categories including creational structural and behavioral walk through more than 20 classical and modern design patterns in javascript use several options for
writing modular code including the module pattern asyncronous module definition amd and commonjs discover design patterns implemented in the jquery library
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learn popular design patterns for writing maintainable jquery plug ins this book should be in every javascript developer s hands it s the go to book on javascript
patterns that will be read and referenced many times in the future andrée hansson lead front end developer presis
Visualize This 2011-06-13 practical data design tips from a data visualization expert of the modern age data doesn t decrease it is ever increasing and can be
overwhelming to organize in a way that makes sense to its intended audience wouldn t it be wonderful if we could actually visualize data in such a way that we could
maximize its potential and tell a story in a clear concise manner thanks to the creative genius of nathan yau we can with this full color book data visualization guru
and author nathan yau uses step by step tutorials to show you how to visualize and tell stories with data he explains how to gather parse and format data and then
design high quality graphics that help you explore and present patterns outliers and relationships presents a unique approach to visualizing and telling stories with
data from a data visualization expert and the creator of flowingdata com nathan yau offers step by step tutorials and practical design tips for creating statistical
graphics geographical maps and information design to find meaning in the numbers details tools that can be used to visualize data native graphics for the such as
actionscript flash libraries php and javascript and tools to design graphics for print such as r and illustrator contains numerous examples and descriptions of patterns
and outliers and explains how to show them visualize this demonstrates how to explain data visually so that you can present your information in a way that is easy to
understand and appealing
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